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For lovers of the classic brown, and those who know the ways of natural and neutral. Our Earth Eye Coal is a chocolatey, rich, soil brown. Wear it like the Earth God/dess you are.

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-EAR-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006614

My painting teacher in India used the charcoal made from burned Puja combined with Ghee to apply to his and his daughters’ eyes. I loved his simple approach. Inspired by Raj, Eye
Coal was incarnated. 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-EYE-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006133

Green, the ubiquitous color of life and growth, is embodied by our Leaf Eye Coal. Green is the botanical expression of eaten sunlight. How gorgeous is that? If endless cloudy days bum
you out, go out and find yourself a patch of plants and drink in their transmutation of solar radiance. You may find that green is your new favorite form of sunlight. 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-LEA-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006669

COAL

EARTH

LEAF

Remember rocking blue mascara real, real hard? I sure do. Subtle yet electric. Having the ultramarine color in pot eyeliner form allows for more diversity in application, from line to
smudge. Let your fierce gaze channel a little Sea or Sky God/dess. 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-LAP-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006218

LAPIS

EYE COALSADORNMENT 



Get Lit. Simple as that. The highlighter that works on the eyes, lips, and cheeks is finally here. Warm pinks, sandy beige, and copper flecks join forces for a KA BLAM kind of effect.
Adornment for the most minimal among us, where just a dash gives the perfect dose of daaaang. Suspended within the coppery cosmos of Lit is the Spirit Medicine of the Hawthorn
tree. The Spirit Medicine of Hawthorn encourages us to find our true selves, our center, within our heart. While it feels like the most vulnerable place to be, it is actually the core of who
we are, and where the deepest well of our strength resides. Hawthorn Spirit Medicine supports the heavy-hearted, soothes the broken-hearted, and radiates the joy of the lighthearted.

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-LIT-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006966

In the spirit of aligning with that place in all of us that wants to shine, Fat and the Moon presents ‘Beam,' taking the notion of ‘highlighter’ literally and figuratively. The light and silky,
mineral-based glimmer can be applied any place you want to glow. The shimmer of Beam is magnified with the addition of Madrone Spirit Medicine, a tree native to the Pacific
Northwest that helps us stay connected to ourselves despite whatever influential winds might be blowing. Beam is the magic love child of plant medicine and a desire to shake what
your mama gave you.

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-BEA-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006560

In the spirit of aligning with that place in all of us that wants to shine, Fat and the Moon takes the notion of ‘highlighter’ literally and figuratively. We are delighted to present Glow, the
sun-inspired, golden counterpart to the silvery, moonlit Beam and coppery tones of Lit. The radiance of Glow synergizes with the Spirit Medicine of St. John’s Wort, lending us the ability
to bring light and clarity into the dark. Like the Sun, the Spirit Essence of St. John’s Wort sparks the fertile darkness into life, into growth.

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-GLO-1/4OZ-JR                                   UPC: 857993006621

BEAM

LIT

GLOW

HIGHLIGHTERSADORNMENT 



Adorning your hot self should be fun and carefree. Toxins, ubiquitous in lipsticks, shall have no place at our party. We like to keep things simple, and simple doesn’t mean boring. Dusk
is a well traveled 60’s bombshell, a harmony of a little pink and a little lavender. For the pucker and the cheeks.

Price: $13                                     MSRP: $24                                     SKU: WFM-DSK-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006126

O Hecate, goddess of the veil between light and dark, deep dreamer and night watcher, your dark grace inspires the heck outta me! Hecate is that juicy wine color that adds just the
right amount of drama without the trappings of a drama queen. Hecate is semi-matte, so you can add less or more for impact. Think of Hecate as the nighttime version of the Lip &
Cheek Stain.

Price: $13                                     MSRP: $24                                     SKU: WFM-HEC-1/4OZ-JR                                   UPC: 857993006195

DUSK

HECATE

Clay Idols speak to the Earth being the source of all things, and to the power of transformation and imagination. The color is subtle, yet just the right amount of surprising. Clay Idol is a
matte Lip Paint and don’t be surprised if you attract a little worship when you rock it.

Price: $13                                     MSRP: $24                                     SKU: WFM-CLA-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006089

CLAY IDOL

LIP PAINTSADORNMENT 



Mortar & Pestle, the chosen vehicle for Baba Jaga herself. Mortar & Pestle honors the magic work of mixing, stirring, and transforming. Mortar & Pestle is also the perfect brick red:
coppery and earthy, yet bright and deep at the same time. This classic color makes blue eyes pop, olive tones glow, and dark hair feel a little more dramatic. Mortar & Pestle is a matte
Lip Paint with killer staying power, and a little goes a long way. 

Price: $13                                     MSRP: $24                                     SKU: WFM-MOR-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006300

Zlata Baba, the Golden Hag of Slavic Myth: she is sublime in her embodiment of the terrifying and brilliant aspects of Life. At times, she is the bringer of light through the power of tree-
splitting lightning, and at other times, through subtle shimmer that allows a potent glimpse of subtle forms. Zlata Baba is an oracle. She guides our hand in transforming the skills for
survival into artful craft. As we receive the benefits of her wisdom, she must be honored with gifts. 

Price: $13                                     MSRP: $24                                     SKU: WFM-ZLA-1/4OZ-JR                                      UPC: 857993006744

MORTAR AND PESTLE

ZLATA BABA

Wood Nymph arises from visions of dancing nubile forest spirits. Mischievous and angsty forest spirits dancing to Morcheeba, to be precise. This shade evokes a deep nostalgic 90’s lip.
Simultaneously neutral and striking, since we are fans of embodying opposites.

Price: $13                                     MSRP: $24                                     SKU: WFM-WOO-1/4OZ-JR                                    UPC: 857993006553

WOOD NYMPH

LIP PAINTSADORNMENT 



Here at Fat and the Moon, we like to think of ourselves as minimal maximalists. Stacking functions brings us divine joy (and light toiletry bags). The Lip & Cheek Stain embodies this
minimal/maximal philosophy: a versatile plant-based stain for the lips and cheeks, not too pink, a little red wine-y a, little black berry-y, and free of heavy metal (the bad kind!). Alkanet
Root gives this stain its rich color and earthy scent, with just a touch of Rose Geranium essential oil. Rose Geranium is used in aromatherapy to reduce nervousness and tension, and is
known to support the overall health of your skin.

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $16                                     SKU: WFM-LCS-1/2OZ-TN                                    UPC: 857993006263

LIP AND CHEEK STAIN

Oh yes, y’all—ruby, flaming, opium poppy red tint for your lips! Made from veggies and herbs, no less! This Ruby Red leans on the side of a deep orange, covering different territory than
Fat and the Moon’s Lip & Cheek Stain. It can be used as a cheek stain too, but the color is less concentrated than the aforementioned Stain. This balm will moisturize and protect the
lips while giving them that just-ate-a-cherry-popsicle pout. Essential oils of Clove and Orange mirror the vibe of the stain’s color.

Price: $8                                     MSRP: $14                                     SKU: WFM-RUB-1/2OZ-TN                                    UPC: 857993006355

RUBY RED TINTED BALM

STAINSADORNMENT 
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To the Aztec and the Maya, corn was a god. Civilizations sprouted out of Corn: not the other way around. Exfoliating our faces with Masa & Olive Face Paste can be a meditation on our
dependence and collaboration with plants. This corn-based scrub provides the perfect combination of exfoliating and moisturizing properties. The masa acts as a gentle polisher and
stimulator, while the olive oil dilutes the pre-existing oils on your skin (like dissolves like) which allows the pore clogging dirt and bacteria to surface and be cleaned away. When you
rinse your skin, the olive oil won’t strip it of moisture. 

Price: $7                                     MSRP: $12                                     SKU: WFM-MAS-2OZ-JR                                   UPC: 857993006287

MASA AND OLIVE FACE PASTE

Light as a Featha is an oil-free, soap-free, good enough to eat dry exfoliating cleanser. The coconut and clay add just the right amount of grit to polish the skin without crossing the line
into the sandpaper zone, just right for my sensitive skin peoples. Unscented, soap and oil-free! A mild and moisturizing exfoliant, perfect for the skin that needs a lighter touch and a
gentle clean. Mix a dime-sized amount with a little water and gently rub in circles to cleanse your lovely face. Can be left on as a mask, just leave on for 20 minutes or so, then rinse.

Price: $7                                     MSRP: $12                                     SKU: WFM-LIG-2OZ-BT                                    UPC: 857993006232

Don’t forget that nutrients aren’t just in what you eat. We are porous creatures: sponge-like, really. Your skin absorbs more than you’d think. With that in mind, you can feed your
epidermal layer like you’d feed your favorite pet guinea pig. We get you, and your deep love for your guinea pig. That’s why we made our latest cleanser, Earth Polish. Packed with
micronutrients, you can literally feed your face with herbs. Earth Polish combines the primal powers of earth with herbs to deliver a cleanser that gets at the bottom of built-up grime. 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-EAR-2OZ-BT                                    UPC: 857993006874

EARTH POLISH

LIGHT AS A FEATHA CLEANSA

CLEANSE  MASK+BATH   BOD&



No need to attack our face with harsh chemicals which usually ends up making things worse for our skin and our environment! Better to hone in on the breakout and use the drawing
properties that occur naturally in bentonite clay. The pulling effect of the drying clay helps get circulation moving in the face, and with blood comes clean-up cells! Improving circulation
in the face improves your skin condition overall. Witch hazel extract and Tea Tree get deep into those pores and Goldenseal used topically works wonders clearing bacteria looking to
camp out, making Fat and the Moon's Pimple Mud great to apply to splinters, too! 

Price: $8                                     MSRP: $14                                      SKU: WFM-PIM-2OZ-JR                                      UPC: 857993006324

PIMPLE MUD

Y’all get ready for this: creamy cleanser AND milky moisturizer. A two in one wham-o, soon to be your can’t-do-without. Dripped down from the starry cosmos above, Moon Milk bathes
your face in a glow rivaling Selene herself! Soap-free, Moon Milk cleanses in the gentlest of ways while pulling hydration to the skin like the waves to the moon. Moon Milk is the juicy
cleanser and light moisturizer of our dreams.

Price: $15                                     MSRP: $28                                     SKU: WFM-MOO-4OZ-BT                                   UPC: 857993006867

Cultivate a mythic glow. Bask your bod in nutrients brought to you by locally harvested California coast seaweeds! Sea veggies are our planet’s most ancient foods, high in trace minerals
and vitamins, making them essential to any nutritious diet and bod care regimen. Mix this mask concentrate with warm water to use as a hydrating cleanser, or keep on for 20 min as a
toning and very moisturizing mask. 

Price: $11                                     MSRP: $20                                     SKU: WFM-MER-2OZ-BT                                    UPC: 857993006294

MERMAID MASK 

MOON MILK

CLEANSE  MASK+BATH   BOD&



Unscented and aloe-riffic for face and body. Dandy for those sensitive skin types! A little dab of this lotion will take you far. For the bestest results, apply after cleansing when the skin is
still a bit damp. In combo with F&M’s bite and burn spray, Aloe Lotion is great for soothing post-sun skin. Though the ingredients are gentle, this lotion shows no remorse in the face of
dry, parched, chapped, or withered skin. This unscented lotion can be used for face and body alike. 

Price: $9/21                                     MSRP: $16/38                         SKU: WFM-ALO-2OZ-JR / WFM-ALO-6OZ-JR                              UPCs: 857993006027 / 857993006577

ALOE LOTION

Honey, before this cream came into my life, I was product promiscuous. I’d buy creams and lotions for my under eyes, my T-zone, for day and for night, for my head, shoulders, knees,
and toes—knees and toes... I found they would be great those first couple of encounters, but would quickly lose their charm. This cream is truly an 'all' cream. Super juicy, protecting,
and hydrating for face and body, and a little goes a loooong way. Economy in products is everything. The whipped consistency reminds me of cream cheese frosting, which doesn't hurt. 

Price: $10/25                                   MSRP: $18/42                         SKU: WFM-ACR-2OZ-JR / WFM-ACR-6OZ-JR                              UPCs: 857993006003 / 857993006584

Because sometimes you need a little acid to shift your perspective! Our exterior bod, i.e. our skin and mucous membranes, run a tad acidic. Use of alkaline products, like soaps, along
with other internal imbalances can throw off our pH. FM’s Acid/Base gently adjusts pH for a healthier epidermal ecosystem. The classic combo of Lavender and Witch Hazel soothes the
plethora of itchy zones while the pH is getting an overhaul. For scalp, skin, armpits, or yoni: use a few pumps to completely cover the ecosystem that needs adjusting. 

Price: $8                                            MSRP: $16                              SKU: WFM-ACI-2OZ-BT                                                                UPC: 857993006942

ACID BASE

ALL CREAM

The oil on your face IS YOUR FRIEND. “What!?” you say? Yes, indeed. All those products that talk about eliminating oil/being oil-free/putting the kibosh on oil are doing you no favors.
When you attack the oil on your face, your face is like “WTF, I thought we were friends,” and then overcompensates while trying to make things right. We all know the end of that story.
Think of Fat and the Moon’s Face Oil like your ambassador. As your ambassador, the Face Oil helps your skin re-negotiate its own oil production and achieve peace and harmony. As
with most things, the key is balance. Oil, like fat, is not a dirty word.  

Price: $12/21                                     MSRP: $22/42                        SKU: WFM-FAC-1OZ-BT / WFM-FAC-2OZ-BT                            UPCs: 857993006140 / 857993006850

FACE OIL 

MOISTURIZEBATH   BOD&



Moon fat bod oil embodies the rich cycles of growth a la grandmother moon. Plant oils come from the power of the seed. Our bod soaks up the nourishment inherent in this power.
Moisturizing, protecting, stimulating cell repair and skin suppleness. The grassy, muskiness of clary sage evokes the lunar vibration - a moon filled damp night. Massage in a few squirts
right after towel drying for bestest results. 

Price: $16                                     MSRP: $32                                    SKU: WFM-MOO-4OZ-BT                                                              UPC: 857993006539

MOON FAT BOD OIL

The skin is the barrier between us and the world. The skin holds us together and lets us feel. The skin is permeable and porous. The skin exhales sweat and toxins from the bod and
inhales moisture, oxygen, and nutrients. Our Bod Oils are offerings to our largest organ. The warming elements of the Love Thyself Bod Oil remind us of the sensuality of being
incarnate. Vetiver and Clove essential oil makes for a warm and earthy blend, and the warming properties of Clove make Love Thyself a perf massage oil. 

Price: $16                                     MSRP: $32                                    SKU: WFM-LOV-4OZ-BT                                                                UPC: 857993006522

LOVE THYSELF BOD OIL

Lip Salve, no Lip Salv-ation! This little salve is extra special just for the kisser. The texture is lighter than the All Salve, but has lip protecting power thanks to mango butter’s presence.
Rosemary essential oil adds a clarifying vibe. Mango butter, Sunflower oil and beeswax provide the lips’ sensitive skin some protection from the drying elements while also keeping this
salve soft and light. This Lip Salve has minimal shine factor, for those who want to condition without the gloss. 

Price: $4                                     MSRP: $8                                        SKU: WFM-LIP-1/2OZ-TN                                                             UPC: 857993006270

LIP SALVE

MOISTURIZEBATH   BOD&



This Deodorant is for the full spectrum of stinky. Essential oils and coconut oil harmonize with the moisture and stank absorbing properties of arrowroot and baking soda. You and your
pits will never be happier! The Ritual: Warm a pea sized dab in your fingers and rub into your pits. Apply as needed, can be used to spot treat stank! Heads Up: If you begin to develop
an underarm rash, you could be sensitive to baking soda. If this occurs, discontinue use! Our Sensitive Pit Cream is the better choice for you! 

Price: $4/7/18                              MSRP: $5/12/32                           SKU: WFM-LILD-1/2OZ-TN / WFM-DEO-2OZ-JR / WFM-DEO-6OZ-JR                                                                  
UPC: 857993006249 / 857993006102 / 857993006591

DEODORANT CREAM

Sometimes staying cool and collected means you need to be dry and dusted. Don’t let chafe trouble that saunter! A little Bod Powder in all the right places keeps the skin moving
smoothly with a silky feel. Day Moon Bod Powder absorbs sweat and makes the environment inhospitable to those little microbe friends who make us stinky, while imparting the skin
with the light, plant-based scents of grassy Clary Sage and bright notes of Grapefruit.

Price: $8                                      MSRP: $14                                      SKU: WFM-DMP-2OZ-SH                                                                UPC: 857993006515

DAY MOON BOD POWDER

Sometimes staying cool and collected means you need to be dry and dusted. A little bod powder in all the right places keeps the skin moving smoothly. Don’t let chafe trouble that strut!
The light, plant based scent adds a major yum factor. Talc free y’all. To use, pour out a smidge of the bod powder in your hands and apply to the regions prone to sweatin’ and stickin’.
Safe to use in all nether zones. For external use only.

Price: $8                                     MSRP: $14                                       SKU: WFM-ADP-2OZ-SH                                                               UPC: 857993006485

ARTEMIS AT DAWN BOD POWDER

F&M’s sensitive pit cream is baking soda free, with minimal essential oils, keeping you stank free while respecting your space. There are some of us who can appreciate baking soda at a
distance, but man, once it hits the pits, the skin is like “heck no.” Some need less essential oils on their arm nooks because the plants just tickle these folks right into a rash. Some
snowflakes just love to get a whiff of the grassy-grassy-ness of Vetiver and Green pop of basil. That’s the thing about snowflakes, they are all different.

Price: $4/7/18                                     MSRP: $5/12/32                    SKU: WFM-LILS-1/2OZ-TN / WFM-SEN-2OZ-JR / WFM-SEN-6OZ-JR                                                             
UPC: 857993006256 / 857993006379 / 857993006607

SENSITIVE PIT CREAM

DEODORANTBATH   BOD&



Witch Hazel contains tannins which help the skin to tighten and get its repairing act together while sending opportunistic bacteria on their way. Fat and the Moon's Yarrow Hydrosol
soothes and aids in cell regeneration. Lavender and Tea Tree essential oil calm skin and support repair. Ritual: Give a good spritz of Bite & Burn to the area and let dry. After a day, you
can apply ointment to your skin. Sidenote: for all burns, don’t apply any kind of ointment when you are first burned as it will trap in the ‘heat’ and your burn can become more serious! 

Price: $6                                     MSRP: $12                                 SKU: WFM-BITE-1OZ-BT                                                                     UPC: 857993006065

BITE AND BURN SPRAY

Lemon Balm and her plant posse, that is! Sun exposure, stress, and other offenses compromise the bod’s ability to keep opportunistic pathogens at bay. Lemon Balm, Licorice, and
Myrrh coalesce to provide your lip-age with some stellar botanical support. These plants have evolved brilliant, Aikido-like moves over millennia to resist a whole range of pathogenic
bacteria, fungi, and viruses. Plants do one helluva fine job as comrades in our resistance.

Price: $6/7                                   MSRP: $12/14                          SKU: WFM-BBS-1/2PZ-TN / WFM-BBT-1OZ-BT                               UPC: 857993006096 / 857993006430

Can’t be a witch without a salve up your sleeve! This is one of the most used products here at the Fat and the Moon Coven. St. John’s Wort, Calendula, Comfrey, and Yerba Mansa
infused Sunflower oil have been used by our ancient grannies and granddaddies for their medicinal properties since time immemorial. This salve encompasses the gentle and effective
props of plants in a schmear. Smear on the assortment of life's minor epidermal boo boos, boo. Soothes and softens. Apply as a lip balm, and an eye lash booster too! 

Price: $5/7                                  MSRP: $7/12                              SKU: WFM-ASV-1/2OZ-TN / WFM-ASV-2OZ-TN                             UPC: 860003249949 / 857993006010

ALL SALVE

BALM AND BUDS SALVE  TINCTURE/

FIRST AIDBATH   BOD&



Plant potion for your vulvic venue. For the yoni bummed out by dryness or itch. A parched yone is susceptible to all kinds of bummers. Think of the last time you forgot your water bottle
in the car…Kooch Quench is a tall glass of ice-cold lemonade for your vagina (in the form of an herbal salve-ation). Coconut oil infused with Chamomile and Lavender make for a
soothing combo promoting a harmonious environment, so if you’re post-birth or have hecka yoni dryness, this salve is a great aid. Apply on the outer rings of your yoni with clean hands
morning and at night, or throughout the day as needed.

 
Price: $8                                     MSRP: $14                                  SKU: WFM-KOO-2OZ-TN                                                             UPC: 857993006201

KOOCH QUENCH

Having recently moved to California, I have come to know and respect the heinous potential of poison oak. What a powerful and tricky plant! Chemical compounds called urushiols bring
the burn in both Poison Oak and in Poison Ivy, which, after contact, sink into your skin. Washing with soap and water (just water won’t do as the urushiols repel water) as soon as you
come in contact with poison oak or ivy is key. Be sure to take a jar with you on your adventures through the woods!

Price: $16                                     MSRP: $32                                SKU: WFM-ITC-2OZ-JR                                                               UPC: 857993006331

Farewell, funky feet! Farewell Funk is packed full of hearty, medicinal plants that have been used as topical treatments by our ancestors for centuries. Because these herbs work hard in
their own ecosystems to strike a healthy balance with bacteria and fungi, they’re perfect allies for the woes between the toes.

Price: $7                                    MSRP: $12                                SKU: WFM-FAR-2OZ-TN / WFM-FFP-2OZ-SH                           UPC: 857993006157 / 857993006188

FAREWELL FUNK SALVE / POWDER

ITCH MUD

FIRST AIDBATH   BOD&



What better way to get a massage than by handing your pal a tin of Sore Muscle Salve accompanied by a pained and strained expression? Fat and the Moon’s Sore Muscle Salve
employs the relaxing properties of Tobacco and the warming properties of Cayenne. The earthy smell of Tobacco is nicely complemented by the grassy aroma of Vetiver essential oil.
Clove essential oil adds even more warmth to the salve. Warms and relieves sore muscles. Use a small dab and massage away. Beware- spicy! Keep out of eyes and mouth.

Price: $7                                     MSRP: $12                                     SKU: WFM-SOR-2OZ-TN                                  UPC: 857993006386

The bummers down under, the southern swell, the pressure drop, and of course, the pain in the ass. The paaaa-ressure of heavy lifting, trying to solve all the world’s problems, and
opening that damn jar of pickles can all lead to feelin’ swoll. Horse Chestnut, Yarrow, and Calendula can help soothe, just like a friend reminding you to not let that asshole rule your life.
Send that swell a soothing salve. Gently rub a dab on the blown zone with clean hands. Use twice a day, morning and at night, for best results.
 

Price: $7                                     MSRP: $12                                     SKU: WFM-SWE-2OZ-TN                                   UPC: 857993006294

SWELL SALVE

SORE MUSCLE SALVE

Friends, if you have issues with unwanted microbial parties cropping up on your home turf, or if you just want a great moisture absorber, this yoni duster is gentle and effective. The
Ritual: Shake directly over the yoni (vulva) if you’re flexible like that, or shake onto a clean palm, and “pat” to apply. Apply the duster twice a day, or as needed. Safe to use while pregnant.

Price: $10                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-YON-2OZ-SH                                 UPC: 857993006416

YONI DUSTER

FIRST AIDBATH   BOD&



The botanical buddies within this mouthwash concentrate promote repair and balance, not to mention a grin to get your sunnies out for. The Ritual: add a half dropper full (less for
kiddos) to a small glass of water. After brushing, swish and gargle to your heart's content twice a day. Let’s concentrate. the health of the yapper is a measure of the health of the whole
bod. Our mouths are a portal into our very being. Herbs always got our backs (mouths) when it comes to supporting the body’s highest order. 

Price: $10                                    MSRP: $18                                   SKU: WFM-HTW-2OZ-BT                                                                 UPC: 860003249901

HERBS THE WORD MOUTHWASH

We are super stoked to offer our very likable Tooth Cleanse in an even more likable flavor, Spearmint! All the same gum honoring properties of our Anise & Clove version, but with a
refreshing boost that reminds us of crushing fresh mint leaves between our teeth. The best part about brushing your teeth with Spearmint Tooth Cleanse is you can say the nastiest,
most shocking and appalling things all day long with zero guilt.

Price: $6                                      MSRP: $12                                    SKU: WFM-SPM-1OZ-BT                                                                UPC: 857993006676

SPEARMINT TOOTH CLEANSE

The Anise & Clove Tooth Cleanse provides an alternative that gently cleanses the teeth with mild soaps and employs the powers of herbs like myrrh, clove and anise. Gently cleanse the
teeth and befriend the gums with this toothpaste alternative. Use 1-2 drops on a dry toothbrush, and brush away, then spit and rinse. Soap based teeth cleansing can take a couple
times to get used to, but your oral ecosystem will thank you for it! Pair with Fat and the Moon’s tooth polish once a week for stains from tea or coffee.

Price: $6                                     MSRP: $12                                      SKU: WFM-ANI-1OZ-BT                                                               UPC: 857993006034

ANISE AND CLOVE TOOTH CLEANSE

Drinking coffee or tea, smoking and dirty language can leave stains on your grill. Tooth polish is intended to synergize with Fat and the Moon’s tooth cleanse and clear up those stains!
Use once a week, brushing your teeth only. Simply sprinkle a bit on your clean, damp toothbrush and gently brush. Then rinse until the charcoal clears. Now go blind someone with that
toothy grin! Can be messy, best to brush in the shower.

Price: $7                                     MSRP: $14                                    SKU: WFM-TPO-1OZ-BT                                                                  UPC: 857993006393

TOOTH POLISH

ORAL CAREBATH   BOD&



Soak for the sicky. Under the weather relieves the sore bod with mustard and the stellar combo of eucalyptus, rosemary and clove essential oils. Warming and
opening. Use 3+ heaping tablespoons per bath, 1-2 for the babes and kiddos.

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-UND-6OZ-SH                                   UPC: 857993006478

UNDER THE WEATHER

For those hot, itchy, inflamed skin situations soak yourself in some Soothe. Use 2-3+ heaping tablespoons per bath, 1-2 for the kiddos. Chills the twinge from
rashes and bug bites. To make a soothing paste, mix 2 tablespoons soothe with a little water until you achieve a nice spreadable consistency.

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-SOO-6OZ-SH                                   UPC: 857993006492

Self care is a practice. Make your Self Care bath a ritual offering to You. Clary Sage and Lavender lend us their powers of opening and expanding. To support
those parts that emerge and thrive when you take care of yourself, scoop 2-3+ tablespoons into each bath. Soak till pruned. 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-SEL-6OZ-SH                                    UPC: 857993006508

SELF CARE

SOOTHE

BATH   BOD& BATH SOAKS



MAG I C



MAGIC

PERSEPHONE EMERGES

The Green Man is an aspect of the masculine that needs re-membering. The life-affirming vitality of the Green Man sparks vigorous yet harmonious growth. The Green Man is masculine
fecundity, his spirit is there in the heliotropic movement of plants swaying with the sun. Green Man evokes midnight, moonlit walkin’, campfire singin’, dew drop lickin’.

Price: $24                                      MSRP: $48                                    SKU: WFM-PPG-2OZ-BT                                                                UPC: 857993006652

GREEN MAN

Artemis, the goddess of the bitches who howl at the moon. She is the virgin huntress, protectress of the wilds. Her virginity is a reflection of her self-sufficiency, rather than her chastity.
Her sensuality is for herself. When we turn inward and explore our internal moonlit forests, she is there. Artemis at Dawn evokes running barefoot, flanked by your pack, taking a bite
out of a rose.

Price: $24                                     MSRP: $48                                      SKU: WFM-PPA-2OZ-BT                                                               UPC: 857993006645

ARTEMIS AT DAWN

WOLF SHEPHERD

Persephone Emerges evokes… bee legs heavy with pollen, ecstasy of bare skin exposed to the first warm spring day, and pollinating a tulip with your tongue. Wafts of fresh cut cedar
behind heavy gates laden with blooming jasmine, slicing into a grapefruit while crushing a coriander seed between your back teeth. 

Price: $24                                      MSRP: $48                                    SKU: WFM-PPP-2OZ-BT                                                                UPC: 857993006829

The Wolf Shepherd is a Spirit of the edge. He is the wounded healer of the Slovenian forest and field. The limping Wolf Shepherd summons the wolves to roam in the winter and
dismisses them from the pastures in the spring. He maintains the tension and balance of the wild and tame. The Wolf Shepherd is ancient. He is an aspect we have forgotten when we
believe Nature is a distant place outside of ourselves. We evoke him to remember the deep and ancient parts of our own hearts. Wolf Shepherd evokes… prayers sent to the Sun God,
apothecary drawers, and ancestral visitations.

Price: $24                                      MSRP: $48                                    SKU: WFM-PPW-2OZ-BT                                                                UPC: 857993006638

PLANT PERFUME



MAGIC

PERSEPHONE EMERGES

GREEN MAN

ARTEMIS AT DAWN

WOLF SHEPHERD

The Green Man is an aspect of the masculine that needs re-membering. The life-affirming vitality of the Green Man sparks vigorous yet harmonious growth. The Green Man is masculine
fecundity, his spirit is there in the heliotropic movement of plants swaying with the sun. Green Man evokes midnight, moonlit walkin’, campfire singin’, dew drop lickin’.

Price: $10                                      MSRP: $18                                    SKU: WFM-GRE-1/2OZ-TN                                                                UPC: 857993006164

Artemis, the goddess of the bitches who howl at the moon. She is the virgin huntress, protectress of the wilds. Her virginity is a reflection of her self-sufficiency, rather than her chastity.
Her sensuality is for herself. When we turn inward and explore our internal moonlit forests, she is there. Artemis at Dawn evokes running barefoot, flanked by your pack, taking a bite
out of a rose.

Price: $10                                     MSRP: $18                                      SKU: WFM-ART-1/2OZ-TN                                                               UPC: 857993006041

Persephone Emerges evokes… bee legs heavy with pollen, ecstasy of bare skin exposed to the first warm spring day, and pollinating a tulip with your tongue. Wafts of fresh cut cedar
behind heavy gates laden with blooming jasmine, slicing into a grapefruit while crushing a coriander seed between your back teeth. 

Price: $10                                      MSRP: $18                                    SKU: WFM-PER-1/2OZ-TN                                                                UPC: 860003249925

The Wolf Shepherd is a Spirit of the edge. He is the wounded healer of the Slovenian forest and field. The limping Wolf Shepherd summons the wolves to roam in the winter and
dismisses them from the pastures in the spring. He maintains the tension and balance of the wild and tame. The Wolf Shepherd is ancient. He is an aspect we have forgotten when we
believe Nature is a distant place outside of ourselves. We evoke him to remember the deep and ancient parts of our own hearts. Wolf Shepherd evokes… prayers sent to the Sun God,
apothecary drawers, and ancestral visitations.

Price: $10                                      MSRP: $18                                    SKU: WFM-WOL-1/2OZ-TN                                                                UPC: 860003249918

SCENTED BALM



MAGIC

DREAM WEAVER MIST
Our Dream Weaver Mist employs a concoction of botanical beings which support the lucid, the vivid, and the oracular in the dream space as well as in other realms of
consciousness exploration. Spritz around your head or sleep zone before bed to promote vivid dreams with herbal magic. Lavender and sages temper the vibe of mugwort,
nurturing a gentle yet vivid dream experience. California poppy helps to curb nightmares.

Price: $7                                      MSRP: $14                                      SKU: WFM-DRM-1OZ-BT                                                               UPC: 857993006119

The mid-afternoon crash has a new antidote. We distill our own Rose Geranium which yields a super high quality hydrosol. Rose Geranium hydrosol is a gentle toner: all of
the mild plant acids help to revive the skin and keep pore clogging bacteria in check. Clary Sage acts as a mild astringent and clears the air of bad vibes. Take that, bad
email! Jojoba oil keeps the skin supple.  

Price: $7/10                                     MSRP: $12/20                           SKU: WFM-SAG-1OZ-BT / WFM-SAG-2OZ-BT                           UPC: 857993006362 / 857993006843

SAGE AND ROSE FACE MIST 

SPRAY



MAGIC

Get your kicks by doing, doing, doing? Hard to stop, right? Gets exhausting. when our worth is caught up in how many things we can check off our list, we forget to come
home to our basic goodness. We forget to check in with the natural limits of our body, to get satisfaction in the simple pleasures of taking care of ourselves. Dandelion
helps a soul do more with less. dandelion helps us reframe our limitations, balancing doing with simply being. 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-TTD-1OZ-BT                                   UPC: 857993006775

DANDELION

Got buckets of great ideas? They still chillin in those buckets, ready to go nowhere at the procrastination station? Blackberry supports thoughts unfolding into actions with
traction. Your inspiration wants to be born into reality; blackberry is your midwife.

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-TTB-1OZ-BT                                   UPC: 857993006805

Isolation amplifies suffering. when we feel separate, other, disconnected; we lose our ability to heal, grow and thrive. Amaranth guides us to plug back in to the cosmic
matrix which is exponentially bigger than the sum of its parts. while we might still be dealing with our particular suffering, Amaranth helps us feel our pain as a point of
connection to others feeling the same feels which makes our hearts grow real big.  

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-TTA-1OZ-BT                                    UPC: 857993006799

AMARANTH

BLACKBERRY

TRICKSTER TEACHERS



MAGIC

White knuckling some grudges? Keep telling yourself that same, self limiting story? Get annoyed with the concept of get over it? How about get through it. Poke helps
transmute that stagnant energy into compost for the aspects in your life that want to grow. Time to turn that stanky, swampy anger into nutrients for your joy. 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-TTP-1OZ-BT                                     UPC: 857993006812

POKE

Known far and wide for your prickliness? Repelling folks with your toughness, because you’re afraid of your own softness? That rigid exterior gets to be a heavy armor.
Poison oak gets you. Poison oak allows us to open to the parts of the self we are protecting. let poison oak be your guide in reframing perceived weakness into vulnerability-
in which the most profound strength arises. 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-POAK-1OZ-BT                                   UPC: 857993006782

Think sleeping and eating at regular intervals is what boring people do? Morning glory brings it all back to the rhythm- the circadian rhythm of life, that is. Morning glory
reminds the consciousness that wants to transcend the needs of this plane that the body is its inseparable source of energy, its home and its greatest teacher. Morning
glory helps one find all the magic and mystery of the universe in a bowl of cereal. 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: WFM-TTMG-1OZ-BT                                    UPC: 857993006768

MORNING GLORY

POISON OAK

TRICKSTER TEACHERS



H A I R  C A R E



HAIR CARE

DAY TO DAY SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER BAR

SHAMPOO BAR

DAY TO DAY CONDITIONER

That's right friend, a conditioner in a bar form. We love making your package free dreams come true in a way that doesn't mess with the lusciousness of your locks. This lil' bar is the
equivalent of an entire bottle of conditioner! Think of the Conditioner Bar as an everlasting gobstopper...for your hair. Rub the Conditioner Bar under the water in your hands to get it
started, then smooth along the ends of your hair for a few passes until you feel that conditioning slick. Works as a leave in conditioner too for those with manes that need some reins. 

Price: $12                                      MSRP: $24                                     SKU: WFM-CON-2OZ-BX                                                                UPC: 857993006904

The one bar dream! Rhassoul clay adds bod while your hair gets a gentle, yet thorough, cleanse. Great for the traveling type. For use in all hair types, all genders, all backgrounds. The 
 Surfactants provide the context for the forbidden love between two substances, oil and water. With Surfactants, the Romeo and Juliet affair between oil and water doesn’t end in
tragedy, but rather, a bomb ass hair day. The Shampoo Bar is gentle on the hair and scalp, making it perfect for use on the daily. 

Price: $16                                     MSRP: $30                                      SKU: WFM-SHA-4OZ-BX                                                               UPC: 857993006911

Fat and the Moon's Day to Day shampoo got your tresses as its top priority. It's there for you, on the daily, like an ever loving golden retriever bringing you your slippers. Who doesn't
want a shampoo that brings you your slippers? Well, slippers as a metaphor for a PH balanced scalp and soft, bouncy locks! Our Day to Day Shampoo is low lather, which gently
cleanses without stripping your mane of moisture. Since we are all about promoting your bod's natural balance, you might notice you need to shampoo less often. More time for other
morning rituals, like meditating, journaling or trying on every pair of your shoes until one locks your outfit down. 

Price: $18                                      MSRP: $32                                     SKU: WFM-DDS-8OZ-AL                                                                UPC: 857993006881

Let's get clear about our terminology here...a conditioner repletes the hair with the moisture and manageability it's always wanted. But if that conditioner is conditional, it could be
leaving some of it's unhealthy baggage behind. We all know the type, making us think their trip is our problem, weighing us down. Enter, Fat and the Moon's Day to Day Conditioner,
unconditional in it's love for your lockage. Gentle, yet effective for smoothing and softening your tresses on the daily. 

Price: $18                                      MSRP: $32                                     SKU: WFM-DDC-8OZ-AL                                                                UPC: 857993006898

SHAMPOO  CONDITIONER  SPRAY, ,



HAIR CARE

LAVENDER AND COCOA DRY SHAMPOO

STIMULATE SHAMPOO POWDER

BALANCE SHAMPOO POWDER

Stimulate is like the Aries of Shampoo Powders: Rosemary and Peppermint essential oils spark the action and incite circulation while kelp powder feeds the hair and builds the bod. No
water means a more concentrated potion, which translates to less packaging, my conscious humans. Looking for conditioners that restore and replenish your hair's moisture? Try our
Day to Day Conditioner or our Conditioner Bar.

Price: $12                                      MSRP: $22                                     SKU: WFM-SPS-2OZ-BT.                                                                    UPC: 857993006980

“What the heck is Shampoo Powder?” you ask. Well, it’s all the scalp balancing, gentle cleansing, and high vibration you’d expect from a Fat and the Moon shampoo, just without the
water! That’s the part YOU get to add! Fun, huh? Balance is the Libra of Shampoo Powders, finding that peaceful space between a happy scalp and luscious locks. Lather with a prayer
for equanimity, rinse away what holds you back. Get your bathing ritual as intentional as your magic spells. No water means no spillage in your carry-on, my world travelers..

Price: $12                                     MSRP: $22                                      SKU: WFM-SPB-2OZ-BT                                                                    UPC: 857993006973

It ain’t great for the health of your hair and scalp to wash your hair every day. F&M’s Lavender and Cocoa Dry Shampoo absorbs oil and adds body so that ‘no shower day’ can be ‘hot
dang hair day’. The light brown color will work with all hair shades. The Ritual: Part your hair at it’s oiliest sections and apply the powder using a makeup brush. Turn your head upside
down and brush through. Voila! You are now a chocolate crowned goddess/god! 

Price: $8                                        MSRP: $14                                     SKU: WFM-LAV-2OZ-SH                                                                     UPC: 857993006225

SPIRIT AND SALT MIST
The Wolf Shepherd is a Spirit of the edge. He is the wounded healer of the Slovenian forest and field. The limping Wolf Shepherd summons the wolves to roam in the winter and
dismisses them from the pastures in the spring. He maintains the tension and balance of the wild and tame. The Wolf Shepherd is ancient. He is an aspect we have forgotten when we
believe Nature is a distant place outside of ourselves. We evoke him to remember the deep and ancient parts of our own hearts. Wolf Shepherd evokes… prayers sent to the Sun God,
apothecary drawers, and ancestral visitations.

Price: $12                                      MSRP: $24                                     SKU: WFM-SPI-4OZ-BT                                                                       UPC: 857993006546

SHAMPOO  CONDITIONER  SPRAY, ,



MAMA   BA B E&



Because babies' bods are so sensitive, it is critical that they are exposed to nourishing substances. Petroleum-based products for babies and young children reign supreme
in hospitals and pharmacies. Yuck-O. This salve employs tried and true herbal allies for soothing the skin of the littles.

Price: $7                                     MSRP: $12                                     SKU: WFM-BAB-2OZ-TN                                  UPC: 857993006058

BABIES MOON SALVE

Dust that baby bum with plants that help absorb moisture and comfort that ‘brand new to the world’ skin. Talc-free and corn-free, this powder is free of starchy sugar that
can feed the yeast thriving in a diaper environment. 

Price: $7                                     MSRP: $14                                     SKU: WFM-BAB-2OZ-SH                                   UPC: 857993006454

Sweet baby! Welcome to the world, welcome to your body! Nourish your bae with the combo of your soothing touch and our gentle Babe Oil. Massage helps the babe
flourish, promoting better sleep, better digestion, and less fuss.

Price: $12                                     MSRP: $18                                     SKU: FM-BAB-4OZ-BT                                    UPC: 857993006706

BABE OIL

BABIES MAGIC DUST

MAMA   BABE&



Made for the Mama-to-be or anyone whose stretchin’ skin needs extra support. This balm is like a cloud made of butter, Cocoa and Shea butter that is. Hard to
decide whether to eat it or slather it. This Belly Balm is a super moisturizer and works to soften elbows, knees, and feets too! 

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $16                                     SKU: WFM-GRO-2OZ-JR                                   UPC: 857993006171

GROWING BELLY BALM

Kids are so sensitive to their environments—what grown-ups are oblivious to can seep into a child’s experience and shape it. Plants and their scents have a beautifully
direct impact on the emotional states of littles (and olders). This mist is a botanically composed aid for cultivating calm.

Price: $6                                     MSRP: $12                                     SKU: WFM-CAL-1OZ-BT                                   UPC: 857993006072

Honor the bod that brought babe through the belly gateway. For use on the post-Cesarean scar. Apply onto clean skin to support it in its reformation.

Price: $9                                     MSRP: $16                                     SKU: WFM-BEL-2OZ-TN                                    UPC: 857993006737

BELLY BIRTH BALM

CALM KID MIST

MAMA   BABE&



Yo Mama, well done. Birth is no joke. You’ve contained a universe, you’ve stretched big and looked your edge square in its eye. Time for some soothing and repair. Best
paired with our Mama Sitz herb blend. Ritual: For best use, spray the postpartum perineum throughout the day—especially after rinsing with a peri-bottle. Soothes those
bummers from down under, too.
 

Price: $12                                     MSRP: $22                                    SKU: WFM-PER-4OZ-BT                                  UPC: 857993006713

PERINEAL MAMA MIST

Never knew how much nipples could go through, eh? Equip the nips by applying between nursing seshes. Wipe off excess before nursing to ensure a proper latch. 

Price: $8                                     MSRP: $14                                     SKU: WFM-NIP-2OZ-TN                                   UPC: 857993006720

The Sitz Bath is an herbal practice of our foremothers who knew the benefits of a cuppa tea for their most precious parts. The concept is simple, dunk your yoni into a
botanical bath, proceed to chill, and repeat daily until what ails your kooch clears. The Mama Sitz is nothing short of a labial life saver. The blend of herbs in Mama Sitz work
to soothe and aid the positively prodigious postpartum yone. Can be used for Yoni Care post-postpartum. Pair with the Perineal Mist and you’ll thank me...  

Price: $15                                    MSRP: $28                                    SKU: WFM-MAM-16OZ-TN                              UPC: 857993006683

MAMA SITZ

NIPPLE SALVE

4 FL OZ

MAMA   BABE&



T E S T E R S



TESTERS

DEODORANT CREAM

ALOE LOTION

ALL CREAM

FAREWELL FUNK

Price: $5                                     SKU: WFM-ACR-1OZ-JRT

Price: $4                                     SKU: WFM-ALO-1OZ-JRT

Price: $4                                     SKU: WFM-DEO-1OZ-JRT

Price: $4                                     SKU: WFM-FFP-1OZ-JRT

Tester sizes are 1oz each and are for samples only AKA not for resale! Not every product has a designated “tester” size. If you would like a product for the purposes of sampling that does not
have a tester size, we recommend ordering an additional unit to use as your tester.  We do not currently offer any further discounts on non-tester sizes meant to be used as testers



TESTERS

LAVENDER AND COCOA DRY SHAMPOO

ITCH MUD

GROWING BELLY BALM

LIGHT AS A FEATH CLEANSA

Price: $5                                     SKU: WFM-GRO-1OZ-JRT

Price: $4                                     SKU: WFM-ITC-1OZ-JRT

Price: $4                                     SKU: WFM-LAV-1OZ-JRT

Price: $4                                     SKU: WFM-LIG-1OZ-JRT

Tester sizes are 1oz each and are for samples only AKA not for resale! Not every product has a designated “tester” size. If you would like a product for the purposes of sampling that does not
have a tester size, we recommend ordering an additional unit to use as your tester.  We do not currently offer any further discounts on non-tester sizes meant to be used as testers



TESTERS

PERFUME POSSE  TESTERS FOR ALL FOUR SCENTS

MERMAID MASK

MASA AND OLIVE FACE PASTE

PIMPLE MUD

Price: $4                                     SKU: WFM-MAS-1OZ-JRT

Price: $5                                     SKU: WFM-MER-1OZ-JRT

Price: $22                                    SKU: WFM-PPS-40ML-BTT

Price: $4                                     SKU: WFM-PIM-1OZ-JRT

(                                                     )

Tester sizes are 1oz each and are for samples only AKA not for resale! Not every product has a designated “tester” size. If you would like a product for the purposes of sampling that does not
have a tester size, we recommend ordering an additional unit to use as your tester.  We do not currently offer any further discounts on non-tester sizes meant to be used as testers



TESTERS

YONI DUSTER

SENSITIVE PIT CREAM

Price: $5                                     SKU: WFM-SEN-1OZ-JRT

Price: $5                                     SKU: WFM-YON-1OZ-JRT

Tester sizes are 1oz each and are for samples only AKA not for resale! Not every product has a designated “tester” size. If you would like a product for the purposes of sampling that does not
have a tester size, we recommend ordering an additional unit to use as your tester.  We do not currently offer any further discounts on non-tester sizes meant to be used as testers



fatandthemoonwholesale.com

@fatandthemoon

www.pinterest.com/fatandthemoon/

111 Margaret Lane, Grass Valley, CA 95945

Schedule a Meeting via Calendly

Email: wholesale@fatandthemoon.com

HAVE QUESTIONS  FEELIN CHATTY  CONTACT US?                           ?                       !'


